Alleged Non-Academic Misconduct Occurs

Interim Measures Implemented as needed

Notification of Charge(s) & Meeting Request(s) Sent

Investigation Conducted as needed & Investigation Report completed

In Absentia Resolution Occurs

Charge(s) are No Longer Pursued & Case Closed

Responsibility is determined, Sanctions are assigned

Sanction(s) Completed & Case Closed

Mutual Resolution Meeting

Charge(s) are No Longer Pursued & Case Closed

Responsibility is determined, Sanctions are offered & Case Resolution Form (CRF) is accepted

Sanction(s) Completed & Case Closed

Mutual Resolution is not offered or Case Resolution Form (CRF) is declined

Case is referred to a Hearing

Notice of Hearing is sent with Hearing details

Hearing Occurs

Outcome Letter Sent with Responsibility Finding & Sanctions

Optional: Student submits appeal per appeal process

Sanction(s) Completed & Case Closed

Optional: Meet with a Student Conduct Counselor
Alleged Academic Misconduct Occurs

Instructor meets with the Student

Settlement Form (Informal Resolution) is Offered & Accepted

Sanction(s) Completed & Case Closed

Settlement Form (Informal Resolution) is Not Available or Offered & Declined

Facilitated Resolution Not Offered or is Declined

Facilitated Resolution is Offered & Accepted

Sanction(s) Completed & Case Closed

Notice of Hearing (Formal Resolution) is sent with Hearing details

Hearing (Formal Resolution) Occurs

Outcome Letter Sent with Responsibility Finding & Sanctions

Sanction(s) Completed & Case Closed

Optional:
Student submits appeal per appeal process